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Our Services Our Advantage

The GI Patient
There are many GI diseases which often have 

overlapping pathology, making differential 
diagnosis challenging.  Let VDI’s advanced 

diagnostics take the trouble of figuring out what it 
all means out of your hands.

GI Lymphoma Panel
5 parameter panel for IBD vs LSA differential & patient monitoring

Context Aware Interpretation

VDI offers a range of diagnostic blood tests for differential 
diagnosis of GI Disease in cats and dogs, including cancer.

VDI offers MORE than just yes, no, maybe.  Our 
panels are designed to provide the most value for a 

complete picture of your patient status.

Call Us
805-577-6742

Chronic Enteropathy Panel
8 parameter panel for diagnosing and monitoring progression 
of CE

B12/Folate
Gut status assessment with insight to location of GI disease

GI Vitamins Panel
VitD, B12, Folate, Mg - essential vitamins affected by GI disease

Pancreatitis Monitoring Panel
4 parameter panel for monitoring patients with pancreatitis

Protein Losing Syndrome Panel
5 parameter panel for diagnosing PLE/PLN

AI-Driven Pattern Recognition

Guidance For Next Steps

Application-Specific Panels

Low Sample Volume Required

Inexpensive Sample Transport

Signalment Integrated Results

Advanced GI Panel
12 Parameter panel which includes all the above elements.
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The Right Tests 
for the Right 
Decisions®

VDI is about providing solutions, not numbers on a 
page.  We provide context-sensitive interpretation 
with test & treat solutions to some of your most 
commmon diagnostic and wellness challenges.

VDI is a leading veterinary blood diagnostics provider advancing 
diagnostic interpretation with intelligent, AI-driven reporting and 
interpretation.

Our expanding portfolio of tests is focused around disease-specific 
applications that incorporate an array of relevant tests to improve 
the diagnostic workup, and to manage patients with specific clinical 
presentations.  One Lab, Real Solutions.

Cancer Diagnostic Blood Tests

GI Disease - differential blood testing

Wellness Testing, including cancer screening

Nutritional Testing for both healthy and acute care patients

Joint Disease testing (OA, DJD, etc)

Allergy Testing

Heavy Metal & Nutritional Metal Fur Testing

About Us Our Services

Context-Aware
Results
VDI reports are detailed and 
context-sensitive, giving you 
time to do other things

Not just numbers
Answers
If the results aren’t clear, we’ll 
work with you to find answers. 
Answers, not numbers.

Patient-Specific
Solutions
VDI is a leader in Test & 
Treat solutions with patient-
specific guidance

www.vdilab.com
office@vdilab.com 4685 Runway St, STE K

Simi Valley, CA USA


